Truth Reporters! You Missed a Big Story. Only Aaron Dykes Reported
Boston Bombing Actors 1 Year Ago. Only Now are You Reporting it,
Second Hand, because it is coming from a big name.
Truth news services are all jumping on the story about the crisis
actors and fake blood at the Boston Bombing. Why? Only because
a reputable film journalist has broken the story just now, one year
later. Where were all the truth news services when many folks were
posting this story with photos all over YouTube? It's really a shame
that truth news services seem to devalue reports from individuals
and follow only more well known Internet news sites.
I was not able to find any other truth news service [all the familiar
reporters; no need to mention them by name], none, that reported the
Boston bombing photographs showing numerous crisis actors playing the
roles of wounded victims, and fake blood all over the place. Last year,
I posted a very compelling video about that fact, which Linda Shinskey
had sent to me, but no other truth news service either noticed it or
believed it. However, Aaron Dykes and Melissa Melton of
truthstreammedia.com did report it over a year ago. Why have so
many truth news services missed this story or thought it was too
hokey to investigate . . except for Aaron Dykes and Melissa Melton. JD
------------------------------------------------------------Subject Video: Boston Bombing Actors' Fake Wounds,
Fake Blood, Fake Maimings
From
<jadinardo@optonline.net>
Date
Wednesday, July 24, 2013 9:53 am
To
jadinardo@optonline.net ,
From Brendan Hunt, brendanhunt.com:
" In 2008, Richard Serino, then director of Boston's Emergency Medical
Services, gave a slide presentation titled: "Marathons: . . . the Running
of a Planned Mass Casualty Event," which was a detailed plan for carrying
out a mass casualty drill. Pres. Obama later appointed Serino to a high
post in FEMA. Serino's report emphasized using the media as a government
resource. Serino went to the Boston Marathon in advance of the bombing. . . ."
You will need to keep your cursor on the PLAY button and PAUSE the
video frequently. Please click on the FULL Screen icon [__] at the
lower right corner.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nCYRecJxpp0
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[JD: some background information on an excellent investigative reporter
residing at brendanhunt.com]:
Brendan John Hunt (born December 14, 1983) is primarily known as a
New York-based actor, but is also an accomplished musician, artist,
independent journalist, activist, author, filmmaker, web designer, and
archivist of esoterica. In 2011, Hunt started his own production
company, X-Ray Ultra Studios.
------------------------------------------------Aaron Dykes and Melissa Melton report on the crisis actors in the Boston
Bombing.
http://truthstreammedia.com/conspicuous-characters-stand-out-in-bostonbombing-aftermath/
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